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Our working group, University as a Public Institution, has been investigating ATU’s
(Arkansas Tech University) relationship with the various communities (the River Valley, the
Ozarks, Arkansas, the United States, and the world) in which it operates.1 We recommend ATU
consider 11 initiatives enhance these relationships and the “public goods” it provides.2 ATU
already provides a number of public services. That said, Tech can and should do more.
As a general overview, this white paper is organized into the following themes:
Community Relations, Quality of Life, and Identity & Brand. Within these general themes, each
section contains initiatives designed to enhance ATU’s role as a provider of public goods;
explains how these initiatives benefit stakeholders and/or the larger communities in which Tech
operates; and provides information, data and/or examples of best practices from other intuitions.
Community Relations
This Community Relations section looks at how ATU can enhance its interactions with
its surrounding communities, whether that entails spearheading economic development in the
River Valley and Ozarks; adding infrastructure for facilitating community engagement,
internships, and experiential learning opportunities in local businesses and community
organizations; or more effectively communicating our interests to state government or improving
its interactions with local government, businesses, community organizations, etc.
ATU form economic development partnerships with community and business leaders, as
well as local government in the River Valley and Ozarks. For this, ATU needs an economic
liaison as a permanent point of contact for community and economic stakeholders. The
goal is two-fold, to facilitate economic development projects like the El Paso-Glenwood
Avenue extension corridor and to recruit new businesses so more ATU graduates find
gainful employment and are retained in the River Valley and Ozarks.
While the River Valley and Ozarks experienced gradual economic growth, neither has
been robust in over 25 years. From the earliest collection of the data to today, the annual job
growth in Pope County has been 1.375%.3 In 2013 the per capita incomes of Pope County
($32,148) and Franklin County ($32,267) remained about 12% below the state average
($36,698).4 In Table 1 (Appendix B) it is apparent that the bulk of jobs are manufacturing and
trade, transportation & utilities, as these jobs combine for over 40% of the industry employment
in both regions. ATU graduates, particularly our best and brightest from our higher-skilled
academic programs, have few options for employment in these regions that uses their degrees.
If we just look at the economic growth of the largest city for these two regions,
Russellville consistently ranks 11th out of 18 cities tracked through the Arkansas Tech Business
Index (ATBI). In Figure 1 (Appendix C), the economic growth of 8 Arkansas cities is tracked
since 2009. Russellville underperforms when compared to these cities. The economic vitality of
Russellville is persistently mediocre (an ATBI score of 100 is to perform as expected or
average).5 What is it that these other 8 cities are doing to outperform Russellville? Studying
these cities’ successes is the type of work an ATU economic development team should initiate.
As the second largest employer in Pope County and the eleventh largest employer in
Franklin County as well as the premier source of workforce development for both regions, ATU
is well positioned to drive economic development.6 Scholarship notes that prosperous economic
clusters are often formed around higher education. The level of prosperity within a regional
economic environment is directly determined by the quality and level of participation of its
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community members, discriminating consumers, competing businesses, capital resources and an
active, research-capable higher education institution.7
ATU is that active, research-capable institution and needs to be a leader in these regions
at identifying, targeting and recruiting new businesses to the region. Tech needs to forge the
partnerships among stakeholders (like the Economic Alliance, chambers of commerce, private
businesses, workforce development boards, local and state government officials, nonprofits, etc.)
to achieve robust economic growth. The time to act is now, as the third largest employer for
Russellville and Pope County—Arkansas Nuclear One which offers some of the highest salaries
in the region—is scheduled to decommission in 20 years (unit one in 2034 and unit 2 in 2038).
We need to be proactive, recruiting new business now to the River Valley to prepare for and
counteract the loss of this important employer.
To oversee such activities, Tech needs an economic liaison as a primary and consistent
point of contact to work first-hand with these economic stakeholders. This individual would
spearhead a Tech team of faculty, staff and administration that actively support state, regional
and community-based economic development efforts in the River Valley and Ozarks. To
compete in our globally integrated, technology-driven world, we need economic and community
partnerships that strengthen the attractiveness of these regions economically. We know the key
economic criteria businesses use to select new locations. A 2015 survey of real estate executives
revealed the top 10 most important criteria in order of importance for industry site selection.
They are workforce skills, state and local tax schemes, transportation infrastructure, utility
infrastructure, land/building prices and supply, ease of permitting and regulatory procedures,
flexibility of incentive programs, right-to-work state, availability of incentives, and access to
higher education resources.8 We also know economic developers look to higher education to
collect data on the availability of training and degree programs. Led by its economic liaison,
ATU needs to be this regional leader who partners with key economic and political stakeholders
to identify and court new businesses. A few opportunities are already available, like securing the
next state authorized veteran’s facility or working with Saint Mary’s Regional Hospital to fill
new industry needs. The University of Central Arkansas (UCA) was a key force in attracting
Hewlett Packard (HP) to Conway.9 Who can ATU court to the River Valley and Ozarks?
Additionally, Tech economic development team can learn from the Ozark campus on
how to build these economic relationships and the value of them. ATU-Ozark routinely utilizes
industry led advisory boards for their academic programs which provide industry insight into the
needs each program must meet to satisfy job requirements. The Russellville campus needs to
adapt this model and work with businesses and/or professional schools to create partnerships to
facilitate the evaluation of our academic programs to ensure they meet twenty-first century
expectations. An added benefit would be the economic liaison assisting our current Employer
Relations Coordinator in networking and developing new employment and professional school
pipelines for ATU graduates. In particular, the central goal of this economic development team
led by our new economic liaison position is to create opportunities for the best and brightest
Tech students to secure high paying jobs in the River Valley and Ozarks.
In the River Valley, Tech has already taken an important step in forging such
partnerships with its role in the Uncommon Communities’ Paint the River Valley program. We
need to compliment such economic initiatives with new business recruitment—particularly that
of high-tech industries, which currently are an untapped source for business growth in these
regions. As a preliminary project, this economic team should focus on correcting an imbalance
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between supply and unmet demand by undertaking the economic development of the El Paso and
Glenwood extension (this road has yet to be constructed, see Appendix D) corridor. A 2012
economic impact analysis showed the financial impact of ATU students to be $219 million,
$201.1 million in Pope, Yell and Johnson counties and another $18.2 million in Franklin
County.10 Yet, how much revenue is lost on weekends when Tech students go to Fort Smith,
Fayetteville, and Conway. Students commented in their open forum that there must be more
entertainment and nightlife options for them to stay in Russellville on weekends. ATU has a
great opportunity to promote economic development by—to use President Bowen’s words—
turning the El Paso/Glenwood extension corridor into a “Dickson street”. What restaurants,
business, etc., can an ATU led economic coalition attract to Russellville to keep our students
local on weekends? There is also a housing shortage in both Russellville and Ozark. What could
such an economic development team working with stakeholders in the real estate industry do to
increase the off-campus housing options of Tech students in these regions?
Overall, the benefits from adoption of this initiative are multiple and significant. It will yield
more attractive and prosperous regions for all living in these communities, while increasing the
prospects for employment of ATU graduates. Then, a partnership between ATU campuses and
various stakeholders in our surrounding communities enhances the shared social capital of all
collaborators, which facilitates greater undertakings—more community and economic
development projects—in the future.11 It is imperative ATU facilitate university personnel
working with the Economic Alliance, entrepreneurs, chambers of commerce, workforce
development boards, and city officials to create new, lucrative business opportunities in the
River Valley and Ozarks so more than mediocre economic growth is realized.
To enhance the academic and professional training of ATU students, while also having a
positive impact on local businesses and our surrounding communities, ATU should have:
1) An experiential learning office or center to facilitate service learning.
2) A community engagement office or center to facilitate community service.
3) One or two faculty members from each academic department designated as liaisons
to work with Norman Career Services in identifying and cultivating departmental
ties to pertinent businesses and/or professional schools.
Experiential Learning Office or Center
In the 1980s and 1990s, there was a revival in experiential learning. Often referred to
today as service-learning, Deweyian experiential learning arguments of the 1920s gained traction
again in the late twentieth century and remain a staple of 21st century educational practices.12 It
is increasingly common for students to take courses with experiential learning components and
for universities and colleges to have experiential learning offices and centers to facilitate such
courses. Tech needs such an office or center.
In a survey of ATU deans and department heads (see Appendix F), less than 8% of our
departments claimed not to have some experential learning opportunities through their programs.
Then, 46% of departments across ATU’s campuses have internship components in their
curriculm. Of those without internships in their programs, 44% say they would add internships
to their curriculum if ATU had a central office facilitating them. Overall, deans and department
heads observed that 75% of such activities only occur “sometimes” or “rarely”. While
experential educational activities are common at Tech, a center or office would increase the
likelihood every Tech student experiences this educational best practice.
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There are numerous reasons why ATU needs an experential learning center. First, the
center would facilitate more service learning and internship opportunities for Tech students. A
recent Gallup-Purdue study of 30,000 college graduates shows the importance of such activities
today. They recently found:
if graduates had an internship or job where they… apply what they were learning in the
classroom, were actively involved in extracurricular activities and organizations, and
worked on projects that took a semester or more to complete, their odds of being engaged
at work doubled also. Feeling supported and having deep learning experiences means
everything when it comes to long-term outcomes for college graduates.13
Simply put, such experiences positively shape students, make them more employable, and make
them better employees. Just as important, a recent study finds employers desire college
graduates who work well in teams, have experience applying what they have learned, and
participate effectively in discussion that embodies ethical judgment and decisions-making.14
Experiential learning through course projects and internships develops these very skills.
Second, it benefits key stakeholders (students, local businesses, nonprofits and other
community organizations). Most students go to college to improve their job prospects in the
future. In fact, Tech participated in a 2015 study of registered student organizations (RSOs)
across the US and found 20% of ATU’s RSOs primary function is “to help students prepare for a
career or internship” (see Table 7 in Appendix I).15 Yet, a recent study finds “the majority of
students do not believe college adequately prepares them for employment.16 Students want more
opportunities while in school to get first-hand, on-the-job training. A center for experiential
learning can make this happen for more Tech students. But the benefits of experiential learning
is also a two-way street. It is not just ATU and our students that benefit. We also provide a
valuable resource for local businesses and nonprofits. We give these organizations an important
source of discounted labor, as well as a first shot at our students as potential future employees.
Third, a center or office is needed to build the infrastructure needed for routine
experiential learning programs. There needs to be a central point of contact for faculty interested
in using such educational practices in their courses and programs, as well as for businesses and
community organizations participating in such workforce training programs. Offering these type
of experiences requires cultivation and maintenance of relationships that are difficult for faculty
members already teaching full loads to do. More importantly, to protect the university legally
there is training of faculty, students and community partners that needs to occur before students
are put in internships and service learning programs outside the university.
In Appendix G, a table of current colleges and universities with experiential learning
centers or offices is provided for further study. Based on this list, it appears a center with a staff
of 3-5 employees would provide the needed infrastructure for facilitating greater experiential
learning opportunities at Tech. A review of 46 colleges and universities in Arkansas uncovered
no schools in the state with such a center; ATU would be the first. With a service-learning
center, ATU will see increased internship opportunities, an increased marketability of ATU
students because they have on-the-job experience and the skills desired by today’s businesses,
and ATU would increase its networking and social capital with community stakeholders.
Community Engagement Office or Center
ATU needs a center or office for community engagement. Such a center will be a onestop-shop for community engagement and service opportunities at Tech; create a space for
students to brainstorm community change/impact projects using the $100 Solution;17 give a
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physical space for both students, faculty, staff, and community partners to share and collaborate
on ideas for community service and positive change; provide students with easy access to
resources for service opportunities in the River Valley; and allow Tech to instill a culture of
community service in our students that will make them leaders in their communities in the future.
In Appendix H, there are a list of colleges and universities with such centers for further
study. From the 46 colleges and universities in Arkansas, 5 have such centers. All the major
public universities (UA-Fayetteville, UALR, ASU-Jonesboro, and UCA) in the state have civic
engagement centers. Like the experiential learning proposal, the staff size would need to be
about 3-5 positions. The staff size can be supplemented by hiring student interns.
A successful center or office for community engagement needs a physical space on
campus where students, faculty, staff, and community partners can meet and collaborate. It also
requires office space for the Coordinator for Leadership & Service, as well as the potential to
grow the staff with a director and assistant director positions. Staff and interns will work with
students looking for service opportunities through Action Days, Service Drives, Alternative
Break programs, and connecting students with community partners for volunteer opportunities.
Such activities will uncover additional internship opportunities for Tech students.
Put simply, ATU needs such a center for bridge building between ATU and its
surrounding communities. Such a center means increased collaboration between ATU and
surrounding communities, greater resource sharing between ATU and surrounding communities,
increased experiential learning opportunities to compliment class instruction, and instilling a
habit of community involvement and leadership in ATU students that will make them leaders in
their communities once upon graduation. It also would facilitate ATU participating in national
programs like the American Democracy Project.18 A goal of this center should also be achieving
the prestigious Carnegie Community Engagement classification.19 Finally, this center can be
supported academically through the curriculum by creating a community engagement minor.20
Department Liaison for Businesses and/or Professional Schools
Given ATU runs lean in faculty and staff, we need to be creative and seek more opportunities
to collaborate and share resources in ways that best serve our students. One such opportunity for
numerous ATU stakeholders to collaborate in service of ATU students is securing them
internships while they are in school and creating job pipelines once they finish their degrees.
To promote such opportunities across ATU’s campuses, Norman Career Services should
work with each academic department and/or college to secure faculty members as business and
professional school liaisons for the department or college. In exchange for service to ATU and
its students, the faculty members will be given course relief. The goal is to secure internships for
students while they are in the program and to create job pipelines upon degree completion.
A key resource in promoting industry and professional school alliances are alumni. These
liaisons can use our alumni network to set up industry and professional school relationships.
This will give alumni stronger ties to the university and offer them the opportunity to give back
to their alma mater through internships and jobs. Alumni are an untapped asset at ATU.
By creating a network of department liaisons, the capabilities of Norman Career Services
(NCS) will be enhanced without the addition of numerous staff positions. NCS seeks to increase
placement rates for ATU students. These liaisons from faculty will provide career services with
key information on programming needs, as well as departmental contacts with businesses,
professional schools, and alumni. Also, this initiative allows departments and colleges to tailor
their business and professional school relations as they see fit. Thus, the initiative benefits
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departments. As faculty research and contact industries and professional schools pertinent to
their academic programs, the departments and colleges will gain a greater understanding of what
employment needs and opportunities there are in their field, as well as how their curriculum is
preparing or could better prepare students for it. In fact, departments and colleges would be able
to work more closely with businesses and professional schools and tailor their curriculum to
serve job placement of students. Faculty would gain connections with employers and produce
internship and employment pipelines. Some models of such programs for further study are both
Florida State University and Multimedia University.21
Finally, this benefits the businesses and professional schools with which we partner, as
employers seek talented applicants. Our allied businesses will get free or discounted labor
through internships and have an inside track at our best and brightest students upon graduation.
Academic departments and colleges at ATU seek out opportunities to share their expertise
and collaborate with primary and secondary schools and teachers.
Education departments routinely collaborate with primary and secondary schools and
ATU’s education department is no exception. Tech’s graduate and undergraduate programs
routinely work with primary and secondary schools to determine employment needs, develop
new educational programs, and for internship opportunities for education majors. However,
most other academic disciplines do not pursue collaboration with primary and secondary schools
and teachers. Higher education generally and ATU in particular are missing an important
opportunity to improve the students we get before they arrive at our university as a result.
One exception is the college of Arts and Humanities, which has the K-12 initiative.
Similar to the Kahn Academy for students, this ATU college has been providing requested
content lectures to Arkansas schoolteachers.22 Essentially, Dr. Michael Tarver and Dr. Diane
Gleason have recruited faculty in the Arts and Humanities to do 30 minute instructional videos
on topics requested by primary and secondary instructors. These are not designed for classroom
instruction for students (although they can be used in such ways), but are designed to enhance
the content knowledge of teachers as they prepare lesson plans. The K-12 initiative also bring
teachers onto the Tech campus every summer to provide similar content-oriented professional
development opportunities. To date, the K-12 initiative has resulted in 208 vides and the
distribution of over 2,000 DVDs to teachers in Arkansas. It now also makes the videos readily
available through its webpage.23 The question is: What other departments and colleges could
provide similar professional development instruction to primary and secondary instructors?
To date, this program has not expanded to subjects beyond the Arts and Humanities
College. This is great public relations. Undertaking such programs enhances the educational
reputation of ATU, turns local area teachers into advocates for Tech and more likely to
encourage students to attend our university, enhances ATU’s social capital in the state, and
improves the instruction of Arkansas primary and secondary students. ATU should grow the
program and add staff to support the inclusion of lectures from all our Tech colleges and seek
other such opportunities for support or primary and secondary education.
ATU enhance how it markets its interests to the state government. In addition to the team
Tech has already assembled, Tech should hire a permanent, full-time government liaison.
Currently, ATU hires a lobbyist (Jeff Hogart) as needed as our government liaison. In
addition a number of administrators, most notably President Bowen and ATU attorney Thomas
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Pennington, spend numerous hours in Little Rock to ensure ATU’s voice is heard. However,
based on conversations with government officials it is apparent ATU can do more.
Foremost, government officials recommended ATU have a permanent, full-time contact
person that is trustworthy and has in-depth knowledge of ATU and higher education. Tech needs
a government liaison that is the “go to” person for questions on higher education and ATU;
he/she needs to develop the reputation of being the first person to contact when such issues arise.
Of course, the government officials noted this person cannot adequately represent ATU
alone. They also advised our liaison have a team of ATU staff, administration, faculty and
students they can routinely draw on as needed to make Tech’s interests known. In particular, we
need to communicate more of the best kept secrets of ATU (e.g., that by percentage more of our
students are Arkansans than any other public university in Arkansas or that we are 90th in the
country at enhancing the social mobility of our students).24 They also noted how all of the major
public universities have a much more visible presence in Little Rock through U of A days, ASU
days, etc. Little Rock has yet to see an ATU day. They also noted we do not have enough
government officials, state commissions and departments, etc., on our campus. We need to not
just be visible in Little Rock but also bring state stakeholders on our campus. The government
officials noted Tech has the ties in Little Rock to be better represented, as numerous government
officials are either ATU graduates or have family and friends here. We need to utilize these
connections, cultivate them, and ensure Tech gets its fair shake from state government.
Quality of Life
ATU is an important public institution enhancing the quality of life in the River Valley and
Ozarks. Foremost, ATU is an essential source of workforce development by career training of
over 12,000 students (Appendix J). Tech is also an important employer in these regions, as it is
the second largest employer in Pope County and eleventh largest in Franklin County.25 In
addition, a 2012 economic impact analysis showed ATU brings some $219 million into the
economies of Pope, Yell, Johnson and Franklin County.26 That said, ATU’s greatest impact is
through how it improves the quality of life of our students. This has been recognized nationally,
as a CollegeNet study of the impact of institutions of higher education on social mobility ranked
ATU 90th in the US. This is the highest ranking of any school in the state, as no other Arkansas
school made the top 250.27 Similarly, in 2014 ATU was recognized nationally as the most
underrated college in Arkansas because of its high quality education and high acceptance rate.28
However, not all indicators are so positive. ATU recently participated in the Great Colleges
to Work For survey (Appendix E). Most responses show scores in the “warrants attention” or
“fair to mediocre” ranges. We need to participate in this survey again in 5-10 years. In the
meantime, we need to undertake actions that move these scores to “good” or “very good to
excellent.” Below are some possible initiatives for improving the quality of life at ATU and in
its surrounding communities.
ATU facilitate health and wellness of faculty, staff, students and administration, as well as
its surrounding communities by maximizing access to its recreational facilities.
ATU’s facilities are essential resources for both the River Valley and Ozarks. The
university often opens it facilities to the community as well as its faculty, students and staff.
Preference is given to academics and university needs, but Tech is an asset to the community
whether it is community walkers in Tucker Coliseum during poor weather days or summer band
camp for secondary age kids, culinary training for female youth or the Upward Bound program.
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In Appendix M, there is a summary of the reservation of Tech facilities, primarily by faculty and
staff. There are opportunities for encouraging greater use of ATU facilities by the community,
but it is clear our facilities are being used extensively. Still, some ATU facilities are old and
rundown and others have become less available to the community.29
The one area of persistent frustration is ATU’s health and wellness facilities. These
criticisms come in two forms and are from multiple stakeholders. First, there is simply the
decline in health and wellness facilities at ATU. Two major blows were the closing of ATU’s
pool and the removal of the track around the football field. This affected students, faculty, staff
and the community. Arguably, it was the sudden closing of the pool that has caused the greatest
recent loss in social capital for ATU with the River Valley community.30
Secondly, there is the lack of access to the remaining health and wellness facilities
(weight room and physical exercise facilities, basketball and racquetball courts, etc.). In the 21st
century, most schools have 24 hour a day access to health and wellness facilities. In fact, at most
colleges and universities throughout the nation one can go into the gym at noon and see faculty,
staff and students coming together to play basketball, racquetball, etc. This does not happen at
ATU. Tech is in desperate need of a recreational facility, but it also needs to maximize the
availability of those we currently have. Priority for these facilities has to go to academics and
athletics, but that still leaves a lot of opportunities for students, faculty, staff and the community
to use them as well. This is an issue been repeatedly raised in the Faculty Senate and Student
Government. It also came up in multiple open forums during the strategic planning process.
The point is that there is minimal availability of ATU recreational facilities for faculty,
staff, students and surrounding community members to exercise and maintain healthy lifestyles.
With Arkansas being the fourth most obese state in the US with a 33% obesity rate (Appendix
K), ATU needs to be a leader in promoting health through access to its recreational facilities.31
ATU explore a university-wide “going Green and Gold” environmental plan.
ATU has had sporadic, student run environmental programs. The problem is these
programs often lived and died with these programs. Tech needs to explore what would be a
feasible environmental program for the university across all its campuses. The options of what
this entails range from as simple as a formal recycling program to ATU being a regional leader
in the new “green economy” and environmental conservation movement by becoming a
completely green campus with zero carbon footprint.32 The latter entails the campuses receiving
all electricity from wind and/or solar power sources or purchased with renewable energy
certificates and all university vehicles run on biodiesel fuel.33
Some have proposed how a carbon-neutral initiative could be combined with the
academic curriculum on all three of our campuses by utilizing existing programs and creating
new emphasis areas in Engineering, Natural and Physical Sciences, Parks and Rec, and
Agriculture. Further, the Ozark campus could create programs training solar and wind generator
technicians and the ATCC could introduce students to LEED certification.34 This initiative
would also generate innovative work study and internship opportunities. A good model of a
university that has gone green is the University of Central Oklahoma. There are significant costs
up-front, but carbon-neutral policies have been shown to produce a significant long-term
savings.35 This initiative is easily marketed using our trademark colors (Green and Gold) and it
would leverage our Tech name. It would also provide a great ethical example for our students.
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ATU hire at least 12 more full-time public safety officers and seek accreditation as well as
routine third-party review of its Public Safety Department.
Campus safety is a priority; however, the number of full-time public safety officers for
both the Russellville and Ozark campuses is inadequate. The ATU Public Safety Department
(PSD) has a staff of 18 employees on the Russellville campus (14 full-time public safety officers,
a director, a Campus Emergency Manager, and two administrative assistants) and one at Ozark.
Comparable Arkansas universities have larger public safety forces. UCA employs 29 full-time
officers, UALR employs 32, and ASU-Jonesboro 24. UCA, UALR, and ASU-Jonesboro also
have a 24 hour dispatch/communication center on their campuses while ATU does not.
Currently, the Russellville campus public safety officers’ duties include not only
patrolling the Russellville campus, but also Morton Hall located behind St. Mary’s Medical
Center and ATCC at the Russellville High School. At least ten additional full-time officers are
needed to adequately staff Russellville and 2 additional officers are needed for ATU-Ozark.
Also, the ATU Russellville campus needs and is getting a new public safety building. It will
provide much needed office space for its officers and the Emergency Manager and include an
Emergency Operations Center and Dispatch/Communication Center. A building manager
program for campus emergencies is also being implemented by the Emergency Manager, Heath
Whorton. In addition, he is rolling out campus preparedness trainings for the university and
surrounding community as well. Collaboration with Russellville police is now commonplace.
All of this is to say that public safety is taking great strides to provide a secure and safe campus.
The missing piece, which will be contingent on a new public safety building with an
emergency call center and the hiring of additional manpower, is achieving accreditation.
Accreditation and routine third-party review of PSDs is the “gold standard” for colleges and
universities. Tech has two accreditation options. Over 1200 colleges and universities have
obtained IACLEA accreditation.36 Alternatively, the Arkansas Chiefs of Police Association
offers ALEAP (Arkansas Law Enforcement Accreditation Program). Tech PSD needs
accreditation through one of these options in 5 years and periodic third-party review thereafter.
Identity & Brand
Over the last two decades, ATU has dramatically grown and changed. In this time, the
number of programs we offer has doubled (from 60 to 128), the size of the faculty (181 to 364)
and staff (238 to 556) have doubled, and the student body has almost tripled (from 4705 to
1202). In addition, Tech now offers everything from certificates to associates degrees to
bachelors degrees to a doctorate in education (see Appendix J).
More importantly, we have a number of accomplishments to be proud of and share. After
17 straight years of record enrollment, ATU now attracts the second largest freshman class in
Arkansas every year while maintaining the second highest graduation rate in the state (although
it is well below the national average). ATU’s accolades are piling up as well. Tech has the 10th
fastest growing graduate school in the country, improve the social mobility of our students more
than any other school in Arkansas and 90th in the country, as well as a Nursing program ranked
12th for “Best Nursing Schools: Best in the Eastern Region.” 37
ATU is a respected institution of higher education in the US and is poised to be the
premiere mid-sized public institution of higher education in the state of Arkansas. However,
Tech needs to better share its best kept secrets. As one example, how many know the Behavioral
Science Department at ATU has undertaken over 20 community service projects in the last few
years that range from an annual Red Flag Campaign to working with the Women’s Battered
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Shelter program to providing the ROOST Seed Bank and doing food drives to a Guinness record
setting bone marrow drive or even a River Valley Meth Project recognized by the President of
the United States with a Distinguished Service award?38 What have other Tech departments
been doing that also goes relatively unnoticed? ATU needs to reflect on who we now are given
our exceptional growth, as well as what extensive public service our various departments and
colleges provide across all our campuses. The initiatives below encourage Tech to do just that
and use that information to build its identity and brand.
Hire a third party to study communication on and across the ATU campuses.
During the 2015 ATU strategic planning investigations, a common theme emerged in
meetings—communication issues at ATU across all its campuses. This problem appears to cut
across all areas: informational, procedural, events, plans, progress, changes and other messages
needed to keep the Tech population informed and knowledgeable. Below is a summary of the
types and amount of communication at ATU and a call to evaluate the effectiveness of them.
In 2015, ATU participated in the Greatest Colleges to Work For survey. Results
indicated that Faculty (50%) and Non-Exempt Staff (54%) believe communication at ATU
“warrants attention” (see Appendix E). During discussions with students, faculty, staff and
administration during the open forums and working group meetings, we have inquired if the
problem is a lack of communication or an issue of its effectiveness. Bad, none and ineffective
communications have been common comments throughout these discussions.
First, ATU does not have a central communication mechanism. Neither the Faculty
Handbook, the Student Handbook, nor the Staff Handbook have any information on an official
method of university communication.39 The Russellville campus under Regulations and
Procedures in the 2015-2016 Academic Catalog states, “All students must give prompt attention
to communications from faculty and staff members of the University. Most communications will
be sent through the United States mail or to your official Tech e-mail address.”40 As for the
Ozark Campus, under Regulations and Procedures in the 2015-2016 Academic Catalog it states
“All students must give prompt attention to communications from faculty and staff members of
Arkansas Tech University-Ozark campus. OneTech is the official University communication to
students, however, students may be contacted by other means as necessary.”41 The 2015-2016
Graduate Catalog does not list any specific information concerning communications.42
According to Ken Wester, Director Office of Information Systems (OIS), standard
practice is ATU e-mail is the official means of communication. E-mail was accessed by students
through the OneTech Portal, but in Spring 2015 ATU switched to Office365 mail. Now most
ATU stakeholders no longer routinely visit the OneTech Portal where most communications are
posted. This may be a contributing factor to the communications problem. Less people now
review the University Announcements on OneTech.
Still, ATU uses numerous methods for communicating information. There is the ATU
website with Calendar Info and University News.43 There is ArkansasTechNews.com, which
provides stories on ATU academics, athletics, alumni, Ozark campus, ATCC or the
community.44 Also, there is the ArkaTech newspaper published weekly during the semester. A
student run paper, it is free at all Russellville campus buildings and online.45 Additional
information outlets are the University Academic Broadcast System for cable channels 2, 6 and
97 and the radio station KXRJ-FM (91.9 MHz). These broadcasting services are provided by the
Department of Speech, Theater and Journalism.46 Also, Student Services has communication
systems specifically for students through its pages (Campus Life, Residence Life, The Link and
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Jerry Cares).47 Then, ATU uses social media. University Relations sends information out
through Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, InstaGram. Flicker, and Google+. Additionally,
communications are sent out through individual departments. These communications feed
through ATU’s vice presidents for approval and are sent to University Relations for distribution.
Primarily, the OneTech Portal Announcements and e-mail features are used for such
communications. Departments also send out information on their own through social media sites
specific to their departments. Many haves printed or e-mail departmental brochures as well.
OIS also uses its website along with e-mail and/or texting subscription services to report
emergencies, systems outages and maintenance issues that affect ATU operations.48
The point is not a lack of communication but may be an ineffectiveness in the methods or
types of communication. What is needed is a third party, an outside consulting firm, to analyze
Tech communication processes and identify communication inefficiencies. ATU then needs to
publicize the results of this review, use it to establish new communication policies and integrate
them into the appropriate handbooks.49
ATU develop and launch a campaign to increase its identity and brand by:
1. Revising the university mission statement.
2. Developing a 21st century identity for the university.
3. Launching a new marketing blitz based on the results of this identity development.
Mission
According to the Joint Information Systems Committee (Jisc), there are five basic
characteristics of a good mission statement. It should be succinct, memorable, unique, realistic
and current.50 As it stands, the ATU Mission is:
Arkansas Tech University, a state-supported institution of higher education, is dedicated
to nurturing scholastic development, integrity, and professionalism. The University
offers a wide range of traditional and innovative programs which provide a solid
educational foundation for life-long learning to a diverse community of learners.51
In strategic planning meetings, comments about the ATU mission have been along the lines of:
 ATU has a mission statement? Where is it? Is it on the website?
 It seems a bit generic, like something you could read for any university?
 Not a mission statement that is easy to assess? Too general.
 Does not capture what stakeholders say about Tech, that it is like a family.
 This mission does not adequately cover all Tech is today or all the campuses it now has.
While the ATU mission statement is succinct, such comments suggest Tech’s current mission is
not memorable or unique. Also, it makes claims like promoting “life-long learning” that are
particularly difficult to assess. Then, nowhere does the mission capture what stakeholders
vocalize as the value and niche of this university. We then conclude to be a “diverse community
of leaders.” Given the common understanding of diversity today as demographic diversity, ATU
has enhanced its diversity but is yet to fully achieve this claim.52
Tech has not revisited its mission since 2006-2007 and then only made minor revisions.
Think about how we have changed in this short time. At that time, the Ozark campus had just
been added. It would quickly see tremendous growth. Since then, Tech has added the ATCC
campus. Over the last decade, ATU has seen our student population almost double, our faculty
grow by over 100 new positions and our staff by over 200. We also have dramatically increased
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online delivery of courses from 7% to over 14% of Tech’s overall course offerings (see
Appendix J). Tech is overdue for revisiting its mission, identity and brand.
Simply put, there are good reasons for ATU to revise its mission. ATU should also take
a page from ATU-Ozark and adopt a more mission-centered approach. At Ozark, the mission is
well publicized in its buildings; the faculty, staff, administration and students know the mission
and live it; and as a result their sense of being one family is even more pronounced than on the
Russellville campus. ATU needs a mission that captures what our niche is, that is memorable
and becomes a way of life for all stakeholders. In fact, through conversations with members of
the ATU community it becomes quickly clear we are generally on the same page when it comes
to what Tech is and why it is special; we just need a mission that reflects it.
Identity
At the Brand and Identity open forum of the strategic planning process, an important and
productive conversation occurred. This was not the first time concerns have been raised about
our identity and brand, but the discussion needs to continue and be molded into a brand and
identity marketing campaign that announces Tech as the premier mid-sized school of higher
education in the state of Arkansas.
First, it is helpful to sketch out some of the challenges ATU faces. One is the lack of a
definitive symbol for Tech. We have the Wonder Boys and the Golden Suns as mascots, neither
of which have physical representations like the razorback, the red wolf, or the bear. Then, many
confuse Jerry, our ambassador, as our mascot.53 In addition, there is the fact we were a small
school of a couple thousand students but are now a mid-sized university. Yet we still compete
with smaller schools (Harding, Ouachita Baptist and Henderson State) in Division II. Tech is
now the size of ASU-Jonesboro, UALR and UCA, who are all Division I.
While these issues present challenges for ATU’s identity and the competitiveness of our
brand against other Arkansas schools—particularly the Division I schools, there is a more
fundamental issue to be addressed. Tech needs to identify its niche in the state. Once this is
worked out, ATU needs to launch a marketing campaign to make our niche and brand
recognizable and valued in every Arkansas home. This is where the open forum discussion was
particularly valuable, as it suggested a number of possibilities. These possibilities are not
mutually exclusive but can be used in tandem.
Possibility 1: The Tech Experience
One possibility is to better articulate what it is that key stakeholders already identify with
Tech, our care and personalized touch. In conversations with faculty, staff and students at any of
the Tech campuses it becomes apparent that what is special about ATU is the care faculty, staff
and administration have for our students and their success. Often, people vocalize the Tech
experience is one of being family. At the open forum, the Admissions Office talked about how
in recruitment the message is Tech is “wonderful” and you are treated like a family and not just a
number. ATU must preserve this reputation, but we need to explore how this can be effectively
integrated into our mission, identity and brand. More importantly, is this enough? Saying we
are “wonderful” may be acceptable recruitment rhetoric, but we need to be more than this.
Possibility 2: Be Arkansas’ “Tech” School
Another possibility is we follow the model of Texas Tech, Louisiana Tech, or Georgia
Tech and be the “Tech” school for our state. ATU certainly has some academic programs that
would justify us claiming the mantle of the Tech school in Arkansas. ATU has a highly
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respected electrical engineering program, more STEM majors than any other school in Arkansas,
and exemplary programs for medical profession training (including the 12th best nursing
program in the eastern region).54 We also are adding a new major in Game and Interactive
Media Design, which is the first of its kind in Arkansas. We could use these types of programs
to leverage our Tech identity. The one caveat is that marketing ourselves as the Tech school in
Arkansas must not displace that we are a full university with an extensive liberal arts program.
Our Tech education is a liberal arts one.
Possibility 3: Follow the Harvard Motto Model
An intriguing third option, especially given the mascot identity crisis, is that we follow
the model of a school like Harvard. Like ATU, Harvard’s mascot is a person, John Harvard.
Thus, their athletics program is nicknamed Harvard Crimson, a color. Thus, their identity and
reputation is really captured in their motto: veritas or truth. Can Tech find a word or phrase to
build its identity around. This probably needs to be something more than being “wonderful.”
Actually, President Bowen has been talking to students about “grit” and it has been
worked into Tech 1001 courses. Others have suggested mottos like “perseverance” or
“tenacity.” Some have suggested we adopt as our motto “Technacity” or the Latin version of
tenacity, tenacitate. We also have reasons and traditions to support mottos like “Fight on” (an
athletic slogan) or “Do right!” (an ethic from one of our bulletins from the 1920s).55 Some
combination of the above ideas could be used, like “Do right… Fight on!” The former makes a
great academic motto, the latter an athletic one, and combined a bridge of the two.
Possibility 4: The Arkansas School
A fourth possibility is ATU market itself as the public university for Arkansans (see
Appendix L). Tech students are overwhelmingly from Arkansas as 2014 saw over 92% of our
students pay in-state tuition (Appendix J). This approach would likely play well in the General
Assembly, but this approach has some drawbacks as well. Foremost, one of our goals over the
last few years has been diversity. By marketing ourselves as the school for Arkansans, ATU is
not likely to diversify our student body greatly. To date, much of our gains in diversity racially
and ethnically have been by recruitment outside Arkansas. Can we continue to diversify our
student body if we embrace being known as the Arkansas school, primarily only recruiting here?
Can we continue our unprecedented growth with primarily recruiting in Arkansas?
Marketing Blitz
Once ATU solidifies its identity, the next step in this initiative is rebranding and
marketing. A rebranding of Tech is necessary. Some have suggested a reduction in the number
of logos currently provided.56 Others feel the Tech logos do not adequately address our identity.
The academic cupola and the athletic Tech swoosh do not capture what Tech is. On a positive
note, Jerry certainly provided more identification with Tech among younger generations.
Still, the more important point is to make the identity and brand recognizable in every
household. Past campaigns have Techified Russellville. We need to expand this to the River
Valley, Ozarks and the whole state. Most Arkansas schools have razorback days. Where are our
Tech days in local area schools, daycares, and work places in the River Valley and Ozark? We
also need Tech days in Little Rock. When are the green and gold days for the university?
To develop the Tech brand and create a 21st century marketing plan, a good place to start
is the “50 Best Branding Ideas” article from University Business.57 Some important steps have
already been taken, like rejuvenating the ATU-Russellville Chamber of Commerce alliance of
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Tech Connect. Then, there is the Tech Traditions Keeper program, although this needs to be
expanded to include a student run Traditions Committee that identifies more traditions and
promotes more student participation in the program. ATU is over a hundred years old and has a
rich history of traditions. What can Tech do to make this a more central feature of our brand?58
Finally, Tech has struggled to have our brand compete with other Arkansas schools
athletically despite an exceptional Division II program. Kristy Bayer assembled data on
similarly sized Division II schools with popular athletic brands. The striking difference is the
investment these schools have put into their athletic marketing staff. The average number of
staff positions for these schools is 7.67. ATU has 3 (see Appendix N). Tech may be efficient
doing more with less, but the price is our brand struggles to compete with other schools in state.
ATU add NCAA sponsored women’s soccer by 2020 and afterwards explore adding NCAA
sponsored men’s soccer and other sports (e.g., track and field).
ATU should add women’s soccer as an NCAA sponsored sport by 2020. It is one of the
most highly sponsored NCAA sports with 91.4% of membership schools sponsoring soccer.59 By
adding the funding, coaching staff, facilities, and budget to support a women’s soccer program,
we align ourselves well with the worldwide growing popularity of the sport.
More importantly, the popularity of soccer is pronounced at ATU and the River Valley.
The desire to add soccer as an NCAA sponsored sport at ATU has been voiced repeatedly in
student meetings, as well as our strategic planning open forums. Currently, our Campus
Recreation program sponsors men’s soccer, women’s soccer, and co-ed soccer. Similarly, there
is an interest in soccer in the River Valley Community. There is high participation in youth and
travel soccer programs and the surrounding girl’s and boy’s high school soccer programs have
also had great success at the state level. For example, this past year both the women’s and men’s
Russellville High School teams won their state championships.
Also, soccer sponsorship would promote diversity at ATU. Intercollegiate soccer rosters
have a large number of participants. The average women’s squad size is 25.8 players.60 While we
may not use enrollment as a motivator for adding the sport, women’s (and later men’s) soccer
would increase student enrollment, bringing in additional student revenue, above and beyond the
9.9 maximum equivalencies provided. Being a global sport, a quality soccer program will attract
players, coaches, staff and students from around the world to ATU. In fact, in conversations with
Hispanic members of the ATU community it was voluntarily suggested the addition of soccer
would help in recruitment of this demographic to ATU.
Yet, adding soccer is necessary not only because ATU stakeholders want it. There is a
practical need for it. The Great American Conference (GAC) sponsors men’s and women’s
soccer. Since the inception of the GAC, women’s soccer has conducted a conference
championship and in 2015 men’s sports added one. Then, in 2015 women’s soccer became an
automatic qualifier for the NCAA soccer tournament, as seven teams are now sponsored in it.
Women’s soccer is now a qualifying sport in the end of the year All-Sports Trophy.61 Without
sponsoring women’s soccer, ATU gets a zero in this sport category, which makes it unlikely our
women’s program will win the All-Sports Trophy. This will occur in the near future for men’s
soccer as well. There are currently four men’s soccer programs in the GAC, but when it gets six
sponsoring institutions our men’s sports program will be likewise penalized. Also, it should be
noted that since the GAC sponsors both men’s and women’s soccer the teams will have
geographically close games. The student-athletes will miss minimal class time and the financial
hardship of travel costs (transportation, hotel, meals, etc.) will be comparable to our other sports.
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Within the constraints of Title IX, ATU should explore adding other sports based on 1)
trends in other GAC athletic departments or 2) demands by Tech’s student body. If another
athletic sport becomes an automatic qualifier in the GAC, we need to consider adding it.
Alternatively, if a demand for a sport emerges within our university, we should explore adding
the sport. For example, African Americans at Tech have requested track and field.
ATU explore the adoption of university wide honor code that gives students (working with
faculty, staff and the administration) responsibility for academic integrity.
In 2014, Amber Appleby conducted a survey of 100 students on the Russellville campus
assessing the occurrence of academic dishonesty. She found “20% have cheated on a test once
or twice since coming to college, and 15% have cheated on a test more than five times.” As for
plagiarism, 10% admitted to plagiarizing once or twice and 5% of doing it more than 5 times.
The most troubling finding was the tendency to cheat in online courses. One student even
reported “Online tests are supposed to be cheated on.” Although a small sample size, findings
that 1 in 5 ATU students have cheated and 3 in 20 do it repeatedly suggests ATU needs to be
more proactive in promoting academic integrity. Worse, students believe cheating is expected
online. This problem is going to grow as Tech offers more and more coursework online.
An honor code is the most effective way to address academic dishonesty at ATU. In
strategic planning forums students and faculty raised the idea of an honor code for ATU. Tech
would be the sole public institution in Arkansas and only the second after Lyon College (a
private liberal arts college) to have an honor code.62 Institutions with an honor code typically
have lower rates of cheating, up to one-third less, than schools without such a code.63 Reducing
cheating is only achieved when students have the expectation academic integrity is highly valued
on campus and all stakeholders—students, faculty, staff, administrators, and even the board of
trustees—are held to a similar and consistent standard. Student pride in a culture of academic
integrity leads to more personal accountability which engenders faculty trust.
Put simply, an honor code raises the level of awareness of academic integrity on campus.
It involves the adoption of a shared set of values and becomes a source of pride on campus. Each
member of the community holds themselves voluntarily to that shared standard when it becomes
instilled in the university culture. Under a true honor code, as opposed to an academic integrity
policy, the primary responsibility for adjudicating the code belongs to students (graduate and
undergraduate). Elements of a modified honor code (more suitable to a university like ATU)
include significant student involvement in designing the code, a recognized pledge, a centralized
body for reporting and maintaining records, strict penalties including transcript notation and a
strong educational rather than simply punitive process.64 A first step in moving forward on this
kind of initiative would be to partner with the International Center for Academic Integrity, as
well as use its Academic Integrity Assessment Guide to evaluate the current status of academic
integrity among the stakeholders of the ATU community.65
In short, an honor code offers the following to ATU:
1) There is a common standard across courses and campuses of academic dishonesty for
students, faculty, staff and administration.
2) Concerns by faculty that students continue to violate academic honesty standards
beyond their individual classes would be alleviated with a central clearing house.
3) Employers would put more stock in ATU graduates for being ethical skilled workers.
In fact, ATU’s history offers a foundation for an honor code. In in the late 1920s, the student
government had the simple mantra of “Do right.”66 Tech should revive this ethical tradition.
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